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Although this edition of 4E’s Annual Report is the last in 4E’s first 
five-year term, I am happy to say that there will be further editions.  In 
response to a unanimous decision by the existing members to continue 
our collaborative work, the IEA Governing Board has acknowledged 
4E’s contribution by granting an extension to 2019.

The decision to continue 4E has not been taken lightly, in part because 
member countries face competing demands on limited resources.  
However, the evaluation of our first term revealed that participation in 
4E was considered highly cost-effective and in several countries actually 
reduced members’ costs. 

4E’s influence extends beyond its members, since the majority of the 189 individual reports published 
by 4E from 2008 to 2013 are freely available.  Equally, many of the 56 presentations, 94 workshops 
and technical or policy exchanges have engaged a far broader group than just the 4E membership. The 
complete revamp of our website in 2013 now provides easy access to all 4E’s previous publications and 
presentations to all interested parties. 

Of course, these are only a means to an end and the most gratifying sign of 4E’s impact has been the 
numerous examples where our analysis has been used to support the development of local policy 
development. 

Although the focus of this report is on the many achievements in 2013, it is difficult not to look forward 
to the next five years. 4E’s research and analysis is now recognised as making a unique contribution to 
national policy development and the energy efficiency policy debate and this provides us with a great 
platform to be more ambitious.

This intention is reflected in our new strategic plan, which positions 4E to develop initiatives over a 
broader range of appliances and equipment covering not just electricity.  Already in 2013 we have 
launched an exciting new Annex to provide leadership in the rapidly growing field of electronic devices  
and networks.   

It has been noticeable during 2013 that not only are governments using 4E to develop smarter policies, 
but 4E work is now used by standardization bodies and industry figures.  In the second term we will 
therefore extend our sphere of influence by forging new strategic links with related organisations and 
industry groups. 

As the first chapter in 4E’s history closes, this report shows the importance of its achievements 
and demonstrates why 4E members believe that there is much more that can be done by working 
collaboratively. 

Mike Walker 
Chairman 4E
June 2014

Chair’s Statement



The benefits of investing in  
energy efficiency have been  

extensively documented.

The world needs more energy.

The cleanest and least expensive  
source is to use the energy  

we produce more efficiently.

Promoting energy efficiency will realize 
massive new investment opportunities in 

developing and developed countries.

It can support economic growth,  
generate new jobs and increase  

global resource productivity.

Energy efficiency is a win-win  
for people and the planet.

Ban Ki-moon
Secretary-General of the United Nations,
Copenhagen, Denmark, 23 October 2013
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Key 4E achievements in 2013Key 4E achievements in 2013

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

JULY

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

JANUARY

PUBLIC WEBINAR  
Vending machines 
and Retail display 
cabinets

PUBLIC WEBINAR  
Washing machines 
and Standby power

PRESENTATION 
Chinese Appliance 
Policy Maker Forum

REPORT
Mapping Secondary Product 
Functions to Products and  
Operational Modes

POLICY BRIEFS
Standby Power, Refrigerated 
Retail Display Cabinets, 
Refrigerated Vending Machines

INTERNATIONAL 
BENCHMARKING
Domestic Refrigerated 
Appliances (updated)

REPORT
New measurement method 
for motor-drive systems and 
new technology motors

REPORT
Regional results of  
SSL Inter-laboratory  
Comparison tests

IEA CERT approves 4E 
second term to 2019

REPORT
Power Requirements  
for Functions

WORKSHOP 
Towards a Policy  
Framework for Networked 
Standby Power

WORKSHOP 
International Laboratory 
Accreditation Cooperation (ILAC) 
& European SSL Metrology 

WORKSHOP 
Energy Consumption of 
Domestic Energy  
Monitoring Systems

WORKSHOP 
Beyond 1-Watt –  
Towards energy efficiency  
in the digital age

WORKSHOP 
EEMODS’13

WORKSHOP 
Moscow International  
Forum - LEDs in  
Lighting Technologies

SOFTWARE
Motor Systems  
Tool version 1.53
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In 2008 4E was established as an International Energy Agency (IEA) Implementing Agreement to 
support government policy efforts designed to increase the production and trade in efficient electrical 
end-use equipment. Since this time government ambitions in the field of energy efficiency have grown 
substantially, making the role of 4E as a forum for international collaboration even more necessary. 

It is now widely recognised that successful climate change mitigation strategies not only require a 
step-change in the rate of energy efficiency improvement across all sectors, but that investment in 
energy efficiency will deliver economic growth. Analysis by the International Energy Agency shows 
that a ramping-up of energy intensity to 2.6 times the rate of the last 25 years will not only half energy 
demand, but will boost economic output by $18 trillion by 2035. 

Several countries are responding to the urgent need for action by accelerating their energy efficiency 
policy efforts.  For example, President Obama issued the goal of cutting the energy wasted by US 
homes and businesses by 50% over the next 20 years in the 2013 State of the Union Address. 

However, as noted by the IEA, G8, APEC and the Clean Energy Ministerial, meeting these challenges for 
globally traded products requires co-ordination between governments so that economies of scale are 
utilised to maximise efficiency improvements and to prevent the dumping of less efficient stock. 

With a membership of twelve major governments spanning North America, Europe and the Asia-Pacific 
region, 4E’s co-ordination role is increasingly important.  So too is 4E’s research into potential new 
approaches and policy measures designed to accelerate the rates of innovation for appliances and 
equipment. 

4E activities concerning the international alignment of policy measures are a further example of the 
benefit of collaboration amongst governments.  Improved alignment will not only maximise energy 
savings through the reduction of barriers to trade and compliance costs, but also through improved 
access to a greater range of policy measures and greater confidence in setting ambitious performance 
requirements. 

Many 4E projects involve analysis of the impact of past and current policies in order to better 
understand how to design and implement better policies in the future.  This area of work is vitally 
important so that governments can ensure a stable framework that supports industry investment in 
ever more efficient products. 

The Co-operative Programme on  
Efficient Electrical End-Use Equipment (4E)

The degree of global investment in energy efficiency  
and the resulting energy savings are so massive that  

they beg the following question: Is energy efficiency not  
just a hidden fuel but rather the world’s first fuel?

IEA Executive Director Maria van der Hoeven
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Evidence from its first five years demonstrates that the energy efficiency policies implemented by 4E 
member countries have benefited from the ability to transfer experiences and expertise. In addition,  
4E countries have been able to access more comprehensive and authoritative information at a lower 
cost than would otherwise be available.

Based on this foundation, the new Strategic Plan will see 4E continue through to 2019 in order to take 
advantage of the huge opportunities for end-use energy efficiency identified by the World Energy 
Outlook and other analysts. In 2014 4E will extend its scope to non-electric appliances and equipment 
and form closer partnerships with other key intergovernmental organisations and industry fuelled by 
non-electric so that it can more closely reflect the policy needs of members countries. 

Figure 1: Normalised unit energy consumption  
of refrigerator/freezer combinations
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The Co-operative Programme on  
Efficient Electrical End-Use Equipment (4E)
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Table 1: Attendance at 2012 ExCo Meetings 

4E is managed by an Executive Committee (ExCo) comprising one voting delegate from each 
participating country. Like all IEA Implementing Agreements, participation is open to all countries. The 
executive group meets twice yearly to manage the work programme of 4E, including the dissemination of 
4E’s research results. Secretariat functions for the ExCo are provided by the Operating Agent, funded by 
annual membership fees.

The 11th and 12th meetings of the Executive Committee (ExCo) were held during 2013.  These were 
convened in Nice (30-31 May 2013) and Washington, DC (12-13 November 2013).  Attendance at these 
meetings is shown in Table 1.

Future ExCo meetings will be as follows:

���15-16 May 2014, 13th ExCo meeting – Utrecht, Netherlands

���5-6 November 2014, 14th ExCo meeting – Jeju Island, Republic of Korea

During 2013 a mechanism to provide a formal link between 4E and SEAD was discussed that would 
facilitate further co-ordination.  Under the agreement (approved in May 2014) SEAD representatives may 
attend 4E ExCo meetings as non-voting but fee-paying members and SEAD representatives that are not 
4E members may participate in 4E Annex meetings. It is envisaged that this will provide access to 4E work 
to a wider range of governments.

Executive Committee

Table 1: Attendance at 2013 ExCo Meetings

CONTRACTING PARTY 11TH EXCO - NICE 12TH EXCO – WASHINGTON DC

Australia � �

Austria � �

Canada � �

Denmark � �

France � �

Japan � �

Republic of Korea � �

Netherlands � �

Sweden � �

Switzerland � �

United Kingdom � �

United States of America � �

Observers IEA EC, SEAD



If action is not taken before 2017,  
all the allowable CO2 emissions  
would be locked-in by energy 

infrastructure existing at that time.   
Rapid deployment of energy  
efficient technologies would  

postpone this lock-in to 2022,  
buying time to secure a  

much-needed global agreement  
to cut greenhouse-gas emissions.

IEA World Energy Outlook 2012
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The main collaborative research and development activities under 4E are undertaken within our 
Annexes, each of which has a particular project focus and agreed work plan.  These work plans, and their 
respective budgets, are typically set for a three year period and are negotiated amongst the participating 
countries.

���Electric Motor Systems Annex (EMSA), launched in October 2008 and led by Switzerland.

���Mapping and Benchmarking Annex, launched in April 2009 and led by the United Kingdom.

���Standby Power Annex, launched in April 2009 and led by Australia.

���Solid State Lighting (SSL) Annex, launched in June 2010 and chaired by Sweden.

Reports on each of these four Annexes are included in the following section of this report.

4E Annexes

ELECTRIC MOTOR 
SYSTEMS ANNEX

Reporting the means 
used to improve  

efficiency and encourages 
alignment on policies 
proven to be effective

MAPPING AND  
BENCHMARKING ANNEX
Compares and contrasts  

policies and outcomes with  
global best policy practice.  
This long-term endeavour  

will help identify future
projects for 4E

STANDBY POWER 
 ANNEX

Identifying new trends
in standby power and

the policies with  
potential to reverse 

increasing energy use

SOLID STATE 
LIGHTING ANNEX

Definition and 
measurement methods  

for good LED lighting

4E EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
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During 2013, discussions on the development of the Strategic Plan for 4E’s second term led to 
proposals for a number of structural changes to 4E.  These include the incorporation of Mapping and 
Benchmarking work on a project basis under direct control of the ExCo from 2014, to replace the current 
M&B Annex.   On a similar timescale, the Standby Power Annex will not be renewed but its coverage will 
expand under a new Annex for Electronic Devices and Networks (EDNA).

4E PROJECTS

4E members initiate projects into areas of research relevant to policies for efficient end-use 
equipment.  These may be particular one-off activities or result in the development of an Annex or 
other avenues for pursuing more in-depth consideration.

Energy Consumption of Domestic Energy Monitoring Systems 

The benefits of smart grids have been widely promoted and many countries have embarked on 
ambitious rollout programs. To complement this, 4E has drawn attention to the energy consumption 
of the smart meter itself and associated infrastructure, so that policy makers are aware of the issues 
that need to be solved to ensure that smart grids result in net energy savings for consumers and 
electricity networks.

Following research throughout 2012 and 2013, 4E brought together 30 policy makers and experts 
from 14 countries in May 2013 to highlight what policies are needed to optimise the energy benefits 
from smart monitoring technologies. Attendees at this unique workshop in Nice included participants 
involved in many global and regional initiatives, such as the International Smart Grid Action Network 
(ISGAN) and the Demand Side Management (DSM) agreement.

4E’s work on domestic energy monitoring systems is on-going.

4E Annexes

ELECTRIC MOTOR 
SYSTEMS ANNEX

Encourages alignment 
on policies proven to be 

effective for motors  
and motor systems

4E COLLABORATIVE 
PROJECTS

Including Mapping  
& Benchmarking

ELECTRONIC DEVICES 
AND NETWORKS ANNEX

Monitors the energy 
consumed by connected 

devices and their networks 
and identifies government 

policies to minimise  
energy consumption

SOLID STATE 
LIGHTING ANNEX

Develops tools,  
test methods and  

policies to ensure high 
quality LED lighting  

4E EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Management of 4E
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Policy Driven Innovation (PDI)

During 2013, 4E has launched PDI as an internationally co-ordinated policy framework that focuses 
on lifting the efficiency of stocks of energy consuming technologies through accelerating the market 
entry of new technologies and the retiring of the older less efficient technologies. 

PDI responds to the substantial evidence that government policies are very effective in lifting the 
average efficiency of technologies in the market where consistent policy has been imposed for many 
years.  As a result, world leaders, experts and intergovernmental agencies have called for a rise in 
national energy productivity and dramatic changes in how we produce and use energy. 

PDI comprises three basic concepts:

����Global energy performance benchmarks for individual categories of appliances and equipment  
that define energy performance trajectories to 2030. These may be used:

� �  By industry to plan cost-effective product design investments and product launches, and 

� �  By Governments as the basis for intermediate policy measures.

����Intermediate policy measures to include suites of internationally-recognized performance levels, 
with levels of performance ambition to reflect different national circumstances  
and policy intentions. 

����Internationally recognized methods of testing the energy performance of appliances and 
equipment.

Global energy performance benchmarks provide the essential framework for international co-
operation towards gaining greater improvements in product efficiency.  Based on performance levels 
achievable only through the introduction of new technologies and levels that are not now cost-effective 
but are reasonably expected to become so before 2030, these benchmarks provide security for 
industry investment and a target for national government policies. 

The PDI mechanism allows individual economies to select the intermediate performance benchmarks 
(e.g. every 5 years) that are most appropriate and cost-effective for their situation, from a suite of 
limited options.  This reduces the number of possible variations in performance requirements globally, 
enhancing trade, cutting compliance costs for industry and minimizing implementation problems for 
governments.

The PDI framework also supports further complimentary policy measures, such as industry 
development strategies or market incentive schemes. 

4E will continue to promote PDI through relationships with key intergovernmental organisations 
throughout 2014.

4E Annexes
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International Standardisation

Methods of testing products for energy performance underpin most energy efficiency polices, (such 
as minimum standards, labels, awards and financial incentives) and therefore 4E encourages the use 
of test procedures and efficiency metrics that are: 

����Repeatable (i.e. the same product measured repeatedly in the same test laboratory will produce 
the same results) 

��  Reproducible (i.e. the same results will be recorded if the same product is tested in different 
laboratories, assuming the laboratories have been accredited to do the test) 

����Representative (i.e. the results measured under the test are representative of the average of what 
would be expected when the product is used in situ) 

����Affordable (i.e. the cost of doing the test is not prohibitive) 

��� Viable (i.e. practicable and not unduly burdensome but also being enforceable in such a way that 
their intent and prescriptions cannot be readily circumvented). 

4E also encourages the use of international test standards for appliances and equipment, where they 
are available and fit for purpose, as this reduces compliance costs for industry and allows the greater 
international comparability of energy efficiency policies. 

For some products, the inclusion of informative performance classes or thresholds within international 
standards can also serve as a useful guide by national policy makers to inform their national regulatory 
performance requirements.

During 2013, 4E Annexes have worked closely with key international bodies, such as the International 
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) and International Organization for Standardization (ISO), to 
improve the coverage of standards for motors, lighting products and standby power.  

Building on this work, 4E has also joined with the IEA and SEAD to promote the development of 
high quality international standards that meet the needs of policy makers in our representative 
governments. Recognising that governments are important users of international standards, the IEC 
and ISO have welcomed the emergence of a group able to present the views of national policy makers.

CO-ORDINATION WITH OTHER ORGANISATIONS

In many instances 4E’s objectives are best met through working with other organisations, that have 
particular areas of expertise or influence, and therefore 4E has developed strategic partnerships with a 
wide range of organisations.   

4E has a particularly close relationship with the International Energy Agency (IEA) and provides expert 
input contributions to many IEA publications on end-use energy efficiency.   In 2013 these included 
“Electricity in a Climate Constrained World – Data and Analysis” and “Energy Technology Transitions 
for Building, Strategies and Opportunities to 2050”.

4E Annexes
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2    Chris Robertson, ERA Technology Ltd, UK

4E also provides regular progress reports to IEA member governments and in March 2013 the 4E 
Chair made a personal presentation to the End Use Working Party on the work of 4E. The IEA’s Energy 
Efficiency Division provides a report to each 4E ExCo meeting, and is often represented at these 
meetings.  

4E engages with other Implementing Agreements studying energy use within buildings through the 
IEA Energy Technology Network, as noted elsewhere in this report.

The International Partnership on Energy Efficiency Co-operation (IPEEC) and the Clean Energy 
Ministerial (CEM), provide 4E with further opportunities to brief senior government politicians and 
officials on issues relating to the efficiency of alliances and equipment. 

Some 4E members also participate in the Super Efficient Appliance Deployment (SEAD) initiative, a 
project under both the CEM and IPEEC, as this brings opportunities to address similar objectives and 
to maximise effectiveness through joint activities. Following a joint workshop with SEAD in Washington 
DC in November 2013, a new memorandum of understanding that allows SEAD to become a member 
of 4E will give developing countries greater access to 4E work from 2014 onwards.

4E also engages with many industry sectors through the work of our Annexes and participation in 
international standardisations activities.  4E’s role in the development of more effective policies to 
encourage end-use energy efficiency is widely recognised by industry:

“ERA considers the 4E programme to be immensely valuable for  
providing a non partisan source of performance data which covers different 

geographies.  This is useful when validating data from other sources  
(e.g. in our role as Independent Inspector of Imaging Equipment)  

and also highlighting possibilities for improvements in performance  
beyond business as usual arising from the sometimes major differences  

that have been found in different regions. The work on standards is  
also important as enforcement or demonstration of compliance  

becomes very messy without reproducible test methods.”

APEC, the World Bank, the World Economic Forum, Sustainable Energy for All, international standards 
organisations and industry groups are amongst an expanding number of public and private sector 
groups with an interest in end-use energy efficiency. Recognising the unique contribution that each is 
playing in the development of public policy, 4E continues to engage these organisations to promote a 
better understanding of issues relating to the efficiency of electrical end-use equipment.

4E Annexes
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The Mapping and Benchmarking Annex was established in April 2009 to provide policy makers with 
a single source knowledge-base on product performance and associated policy tools employed by 
economies across the world, thus addressing the need for easy-to-understand, credible and reliable 
information for informing policy-making at national and regional levels.

This is achieved through:

����Mapping of the changing energy efficiency performance of electrical products in specific countries/
regions over a number of years, with an indication of the policies and other drivers that contribute to 
the evolving product efficiency over that time.

����Benchmarking of product efficiency within individual countries/regions compared against others to 
identify differences in product performance over time, and the potential causes of these differences, 
and to outline the energy saving potential through policy promotion of better performing products 
in individual, regional and global markets.

MAJOR ACHIEVEMENTS DURING 2013

����Analysis: Completion of an updated domestic refrigerated appliances analyses with the publication 
of benchmarking report along with policy briefs for standby power, refrigerated retail display 
cabinets and vending machines.  By the end of 2013, the Annex had issued over 130 publications.

��  Outreach: Continuation of the Annex’s webinar series in which the results of analyses are presented 
to stakeholders invited by participant countries.  Webinars were held on international comparison of 
the energy performance of washing machines, standby power, vending machines and retail display 
cabinets.  Recordings of these webinars can be viewed at the Annex website.

��� Participant Outreach example: The Australian Government ran a White Good Consultation Forum 
early in February 2013 to consider potential future Australian product policy options. The event was 
attended by over 50 whitegoods industry and trade association members, NGOs and policy makers 
and featured four separate presentations on Annex outputs (refrigerated appliances, washing 
machines, dishwashers and laundry dryers). 

���  Support for policy development: Again this year, annex participants have used the analysis 
outputs to inform national and regional policy development. Interestingly, the Annex outputs have 
also started to be used in policy development beyond participating countries. The Refrigerated 
Appliance Benchmarking report caused the Chinese government to re-assess its plans for revised 
performance requirements since the report demonstrated that the proposed Chinese regulations 
could be strengthened. This resulted in a further review and consideration by China to adopt the 
newly developed IEC test method for refrigerated appliances. 

There has also been extensive cooperation with SEAD/CLASP on a number of products, notably 
refrigerated appliances (domestic and commercial) and transformers, that has led to significant 
synergies and rapid development of technical and policy development recommendations.

Mapping and Benchmarking Annex
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Technology: Domestic Refrigerated Appliances 

The information and analysis contained within this summary document is developed to inform policy makers.  Whilst the information analysed was supplied by 

representatives of National Governments, a number of assumptions, simplifications and transformations have been made in order to present information that is 

easily understood by policy makers, and to enable comparisons with other countries. Therefore, information should only be used as guidance in general policy - it 

may not be sufficiently detailed or robust for use in setting specific performance requirements. Details of information sources and assumptions, simplifications and 

transformations are contained within the document or the related Mapping Documents. 

 

Issue date: May 2013 

Other regions covered: 

European Union 

Other funding countries: 

France, Netherlands, 

Sweden 

 

Participating countries:  

Australia, Austria, Canada, 

Denmark, Japan, 

Switzerland, UK, USA 

Republic of Korea (partial)  

Benchmarking report for 

Domestic Refrigerated Appliances 

Issue Date: May 2013 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For further information refer to http://mappingandbenchmarking.iea-4e.org/matrix  

or email operating.agent@mapping.iea-4e.org 

Mapping and Benchmarking Annex

PUBLICATIONS IN 2013

NAME DATE IN 2013 ACCESS 

Mapping reports for Domestic refrigerated appliances in  
Republic of Korea

April Public

Policy brief for standby power April Public

Policy brief for refrigerated retail display cabinets April Public

Policy brief for refrigerated vending machines April Public

Domestic refrigerated appliances benchmarking report May Public

Outcomes of the IEA 4E Mapping and Benchmarking policy  
discussions (update 1)

September Restricted to members

Product definition for Distribution Transformers October Public

Mapping reports for dishwashers in Australia, Austria, Canada, 
Denmark, Republic of Korea, Switzerland, UK, USA and the EU

December Public

Four Quarterly management reports February, May,  
August, October

For annex participants 
only
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Mapping & Benchmarking  of refrigerated beverage  vending machines

M

ore Inform

ation

All publicly available Annex mapping and benchmarking outputs are available on the  
Annex website at http://mappingandbenchmarking.iea-4e.org. For further information email: contact@mapping.iea-4e.org

Published December 2012

The IEA’s 4E Mapping and Benchmarking Annex provides policy makers with evidence-based comparisons of the performance of products sold in various national markets. This allows benchmarking of the success of national policies  in managing product energy consumption and efficiency and enables identification of opportunities to further encourage the uptake of energy efficient products.This briefing describes the outcomes of an international comparison of the energy consumption of refrigerated  vending machines. The full report shows data from Australia, Canada, EU and USA (USA represented via ENERGY STAR and California Energy Commission data).

O

bservations for Policy M

akers

Q   The European market has a much higher proportion of glass front units compared 
with the almost ubiquitous opaque fronted units in North America/Australia. This, 
and the fact that European units are typically 20% smaller, means that the average 
European machine is less efficient.1 Differences in efficiencies between regions reflect 
the different mix of product types in each market.

Q   Despite the existence of minimum energy performance standards (MEPS) in several 
regions, historic trends show no evidence that these regulations are leading to 
improvements in product performance. 

Q   There is considerable scope to apply and tighten MEPS across all markets, although 
there may be cost implications. The variation in daily energy consumption between 
best and worst performing units for all sizes is 200% or over (except for the ENERGY 
STAR set). The best machines use between one third and half of the energy per 
bottle/can when compared to the average in each market.  Q   USA ENERGY STAR confirms the availability of better-performing products. The 
average energy consumption of qualifying machines is 25% lower than the Australian 
average, despite having similar machine capacities. Furthermore, USA ENERGY STAR 
machines consume just over half the energy per can compared to EU machines. Q   There are significant differences in the relative stringency of energy efficiency 
requirements for indoor rated compared to outdoor rated machines. While indoor 
rated products are allowed to consume 40% more energy than outdoor products in 
California and Canada (consumption limit is the same for both, despite very different 
ambient temperatures during test), the latest USA ENERGY STAR requirements do not 
differentiate, which indicates that such allowances are not appropriate.1  This is assessed using the same capacity metric of ‘number of cans/bottles’ for both dedicated beverage machines and 

flexible glass-fronted machines for all regions.
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Mapping & Benchmarking  of refrigerated retail  display cabinets
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rsQ   There is significant scope for improvement in efficiency across products in all 

markets analysed. The best cabinets use less than one third of the energy per unit 

volume consumed by the average chilled and frozen cabinets of both large and 

average sizes.
Q   There appears significant scope to tighten minimum efficiency requirements in 

Australia, Canada and the USA for these products when compared to (for example) 

ENERGY STAR levels, although there may be cost implications.Q   Significant differences exist between Europe/Australia and the USA/Canada test 

methodologies, product classifications and efficiency metrics. Closer alignment 

is likely to lead to increased competition among suppliers, easier benchmarking 

and monitoring by enforcement agencies, and efficiency benefits from increased 

technology or product transfer between markets. 
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All publicly available Annex mapping and benchmarking outputs are available on the  

Annex website at http://mappingandbenchmarking.iea-4e.org. 
For further information email: contact@mapping.iea-4e.org

Published December 2012

The IEA’s 4E Mapping and Benchmarking Annex provides policy makers with evidence-based comparisons of the performance of products sold in various national markets. This allows benchmarking of the success of  national policies in managing product energy consumption and efficiency and enables identification of opportunities  to further encourage the uptake of energy efficient products.
This briefing describes the outcomes  of an international comparison of  the energy consumption of two  types of self-contained retail display cabinet: horizontal ice cream  freezers and vertical glass door  chilled cabinets. The full report draws data from Australia, Canada, UK and  the USA (USA represented via  ENERGY STAR and Californian Energy Commission data). 
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Mapping and Benchmarking Annex

OUTREACH IN 2013

MANAGEMENT/EXPERTS MEETINGS HELD IN 2013

OUTREACH PLANNED FOR 2014

EVENT DATE IN 2013 LOCATION PARTICIPANTS

Chinese Appliance Policy Maker Forum February Beijing, China Range of Chinese policy 
makers and participants in an 
EU expert group supported 
by TopTen

Annex arranged online seminars  
presenting the analysis results for: 
����Washing machines
����Standby power
����Vending machines 
����Retail display cabinets

February
February
March
March

Online Policy makers, trade  
associations, consultants, 
industry representatives and 
academia from more than 10 
countries

Presentation of comparisons of Australian white 
good standards with those modelled by 4E

October Melbourne, 
Australia

50 whitegoods industry and 
trade associations, NGOs and 
policy makers

Expert review meeting of set-top box benchmark-
ing analysis

November Online Technical experts on set-top 
boxes

EVENT DATE IN 2014 LOCATION INTENDED AUDIENCE

Annex arranged online seminars presenting the 
analysis results for:
����Domestic refrigerated appliances
����Dishwashers
����Distribution Transformers

February
April
May

Online Policy makers, trade  
associations, consultants, 
industry representatives and 
academia

NAME DATE IN 2013 LOCATION

15th Annex management meeting February Teleconference

16th Annex management meeting May Nice, France

17th Annex management meeting August Teleconference

18th Annex management meeting November Washington, USA
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Mapping and Benchmarking Annex

EXPERTS MEETINGS PLANNED FOR 2014

ANNEX PARTICIPANTS
Australia, Austria, Canada, Denmark, France, Japan, Republic of Korea, Netherlands, Sweden, 
Switzerland, United Kingdom, United States of America

NAME DATE IN 2014 LOCATION

19th Annex management meeting February Teleconference

20th Annex management meeting May Utrecht, Netherlands

LEAD COUNTRY UNITED KINGDOM

ANNEX CHAIR Mike Walker
Energy Efficiency Deployment Office
Department for Energy and Climate Change
3 Whitehall Place, London SW1A 2AW, UK
Email: mike.walker@decc.gsi.gov.uk
Tel: +44 300 068 8152

OPERATING AGENT Mr Stuart Jeffcott
Jeffcott Associates Ltd
1 Roebuts Close, Newbury, Berkshire, RG14 7AP, UK.
Email: stuart@jeffcott.co.uk
Tel: UK +44 (0)7773778019; China +86 13801135414
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The Electric Motor Systems Annex (EMSA) focuses on improving the efficiency of motors and the 
core motor system.  The latter includes pumps, fans, compressors and any auxiliary components to 
which they may be attached, including variable speed drives, gears, transmission belts and brakes.  
Through working with government policy makers, motor manufacturers and original equipment 
manufacturers (OEMs), and motor system users, EMSA’s goal is to increase the worldwide energy 
efficiency of motor systems by 20% to 30% within 20 years.  As electric motor systems are 
responsible for over 40% of global electricity use, this represents a significant potential saving.

Launched in October 2008, EMSA has played a unique role in assisting the development and 
implementation of policies for motors and motor systems:

����The co-operation and exchange between EMSA countries reduces the costs of designing motor 
system policies and increases the chances of successful implementation.  Through its outreach 
and publications, EMSA makes governments around the world aware of policy opportunities and 
the latest motor system policy developments in different regions (such as Australia, China, Europe, 
Japan, USA).

�����EMSA’s involvement in the international standards development process helps to ensure that 
technical standards are sufficiently robust to support replication and enforcement.  This is 
complemented by work to build testing capacity and performance amongst EMSA’s network of 
public and private laboratories around the world.

����EMSA’s work encourages industry to direct more attention to the issue of motor systems efficiency.  
Efficient motor systems not only save energy but also reduce the risks and costs of production 
through optimising processes, reducing waste, lowering emissions and improving equipment 
performance.  High profile businesses create jobs and improve the competitiveness of national 
economies.

����EMSA makes the larger professional community aware of necessary changes and the implications 
of energy efficiency in the industrial sector.

MAJOR ACHIEVEMENTS DURING 2013

����EMSA was clearly recognised as an important international group in the field of motor systems 
efficiency at the global EEMODS’13 forum.

����EMSA provided extensive input to the specification for the SEAD Global Efficiency Medal 
Competition, which also required tests to be conducted according to the EMSA Guide to IEC 60034-
2-1:2007.

����EMSA representatives influenced the IEC standards for new motor efficiency classes in IEC 60034-
30-1 and testing standards for motors fed by converters in IEC 60034-2-3.

����EMSA is advising the European Commission on the updating of motor regulations.

�����EMSA is working with the US Department of Energy on strategies to harmonise US IEEE, NEMA and 
global IEC standards for motor testing and efficiency classes.

Electric Motor Systems Annex (EMSA)
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Electric Motor Systems Annex (EMSA)

PUBLICATIONS IN 2013

*  The EMSA Newsletter is published in English, Chinese, Japanese, Russian and German and goes to 
3900 readers worldwide.

NAME DATE IN 2013 ACCESS 

Motor Systems Tool version 1.53 January Public

EMSA Newsletter* 1/2013 April Subscribers & Public

EMSA Newsflash September Subscribers & Public

Proposed new measurement method for motor-drive systems and 
new technology motors

July Public

EMSA papers for EEMODS'13 October Public

Newsletter for Testing Centres Network members October Public
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DRAFT STANDARD FOR DETERMINATION OF 

EFFICIENCY OF NEW TECHNOLOGY MOTORS AND 

MOTOR-DRIVE SYSTEMS USING OUTPUT/INPUT 

MEASUREMENTS 

�
 
 

FEBRUARY-MARCH 2013 

 
 
 
 
The following is a suggested draft standard for the measurement of losses and 

efficiency in those motors and motor-drive systems for which the separate 

determination of losses is not possible. This includes ‘new technology’ motors, and 

all motor-drive systems. 

 
This draft standard provides details of equipment and procedures for the 

measurement of mechanical output power and the corresponding electrical input 

power, from which losses may be determined by subtracting the former from the 

latter, and efficiency determined as the ratio of those two quantities. 

 
As overall efficiency of a motor or motor-drive system increases, the precision with 

which both mechanical and electrical measurements must be made rises steeply, 

and the following draft standard seeks to describe a ‘state-of-the-art’ system, in 

which the lowest possible measurement uncertainty, commensurate with 

reasonable cost, may be achieved. 

 
 

 

energy efficient products. 

Broad adoption of these 

test procedures will make 

it easier and more cost 

effective to operate in the 

global market.  

The international compe-

tition for electric motors 

was launched in June 

2013. Winners will be 

announced in September 

2014.  
There are 17 different 

award categories across 

4 international regions, 

which includes both NE-

MA and IEC standard 

induction motors, and 

new technology motors.  

This global and regional 

award program encour-

ages the production and 

sale of super-efficient 

products; a cornerstone 

activity of the internation-

al Super-efficient Equip-

ment and Appliance De-

ployment (SEAD) Initia-

tive. SEAD seeks to ad-

vance efficiency improve-

ments by:  

xRecognizing products 

with the best energy effi-

ciency 

xGuiding buyers who 

want to purchase the 

most energy efficient 

products 

xDemonstrating the levels 

of efficiency that are 

achievable with commer-

cially available and 

emerging technologies 

 
Through this competition, 

governments can also 

take steps to recognize 

comparable and transpar-

ent test procedures for 

SEAD GLOBAL EFFICIENCY MEDAL FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS 

SWIMMING POOL PUMPS 

Quietly consuming up to 

1kW for the equivalent of 

several months a year, 

domestic swimming pool 

pumps can easily account 

for the largest share of 

electricity consumption of 

any single appliance in 

many house-

holds.  Different countries 

have different health re-

quirements regarding fil-

tration rates, and togeth-

er with the need for two 

major duty requirements 

(filtration and filter back-

wash), there are several 

challenges in establish-

ing best practice.  Since 

2010 Australia has had a 

Voluntary Energy Rating 

Label programme, based 

on the new technical 

standard AS5102, and there are also pro-

grammes in some US 

states. Also in Europe a 

major Energy Using Prod-

uct Directive Preparatory 

study is ongoing, and so 

it is hoped that through 

exchange of experience 

these different regions 

can move towards har-

monised standards and 

regulation. 

October 2013 
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EMSA 通讯: 2013年第1期 - 2013年4月，苏黎世To see the English version click here!

尊敬的：

欢迎阅读电机系统附录 (EMSA) 最新一期通讯。本通讯的订阅者数量在持续不断地增长，现已经有来自72个国家的
3'235 位订阅者。我们非常重视您的宝贵意见及建议。同时我们也邀请您加入到全新的 电机系统论坛的专家讨论中来如果您想停止接受我们的通讯，请点击此处 以取消。
活动

巴西 2013 EEMODS会议
全球电机系统能效论坛(EEMODS'13) 将于2013年10月28日至30在巴西里约热内卢召开。入选论文草稿应于2013年5月10日前提交组织者。

最近一次的 电机峰会 于2012年12月5和6日在瑞士苏黎世召开。三个 EMSA讨论会 (政策，电机工具和测试)

于2012年12月4日于峰会同址召开。大会
演讲稿, 进程 和 图片: www.motorsummit.ch.

关于2012电机峰会的文章发表于：
- 国家电气制造商协会 （NEMA） 的 电气行业杂志 (2013第一期)- 控制工程 (2013二月)

政策和奖项

中国最低能效标准更新
产品范围: 中小型三相异步电动机0.75 kW - 375 kW状态:
- 已实施: GB 18613-2012
- 从2012年9月1日起，最低能效要求效率值与IEC 60034-30的IE2保持一致小功率电动机

Motor Systems Newsletter no. 1/2013

http://24156.seu.cleverreach.com/m/5815551/[23.04.2013 09:36:45]

If this message is not displayed correctly, click here.

EMSA Newsletter no. 1/2013 - Zurich April 2013Welcome to the latest edition of the Electric Motor Systems Annex (EMSA) Newsletter. The number of our

readers is ever-growing, now reaching some 3'235 people from 72 countries. We appreciate your valuable

feedback and comments. We also invite you to join the expert discussions at the new Motor Systems

Forum.

Events

Industrial Automation Conference in AustriaJoin IHS experts and industry leaders to discuss key factors that are
impacting the direction and growth of industrial automation at the Industrial

Automation Conference 2013, being held in Vienna, Austria from 1 to 2
October 2013. For more information contact Fay.Hamilton@ihs.com or
Bob.Perez@ihs.com.

EEMODS'13 in BrazilThe international conference on energy efficiency in motor driven systems
EEMODS'13 will be held from 28 to 30 October 2013 in Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil. Draft papers of accepted abstracts are due by 10 May 2013.

The last Motor Summit took place in Zurich Switzerland from 5 to 6 December 2012 with

three EMSA Workshops (Policy, Motor Tools, Testing) on 4 December 2012 at the same

venue.

Presentations, proceedings and pictures: www.motorsummit.ch.
Articles about the Motor Summit 2012 in:
- Electroindustry Magazine (January 2013) of the National Electrical Manufacturers Association

- Control Engineering (February 2013)

Regulations and awards
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OUTREACH IN 2013

EEMODS: International Conference on Energy Efficiency in Motor Driven Systems

MANAGEMENT/EXPERTS MEETINGS HELD IN 2013

OUTREACH PLANNED FOR 2014

EVENT DATE IN 2013 LOCATION PARTICIPANTS

Dutch Workshop with motor suppliers and 
service companies

October Utrecht,  
Netherlands

Motor suppliers and  
service companies

EMSA presentations at EEMODS'13 October Rio de Janeiro, 
Brazil

Global motor experts

EMSA Extended Product Approach workshop  
at EEMODS'13

October Rio de Janeiro, 
Brazil

Motor experts

EVENT DATE IN 2014 LOCATION INTENDED AUDIENCE

Motor Systems Tool training May Utrecht Motor systems users

EMSA presentations at eceee Industrial  
Summer Study

June Arnhem Global motor experts

EMSA Policy Guidelines October Zurich Global motor and policy 
experts

Motor Summit 2014 October Zurich Global motor experts

EMSA Workshop Policy October Zurich Policy makers and experts

EMSA Workshop Technology October Zurich Standards developers,  
motor testing experts

NAME DATE IN 2013 LOCATION

9th EMSA meeting May Nice, France

10th EMSA meeting October Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Electric Motor Systems Annex (EMSA)
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Electric Motor Systems Annex (EMSA)

EXPERTS MEETINGS PLANNED FOR 2014

ANNEX PARTICIPANTS
Australia, Austria, Denmark, Japan*, Netherlands, Sweden*, Switzerland, United States of America
* Observers

NAME DATE IN 2014 LOCATION

19th Annex management meeting February Teleconference

20th Annex management meeting May Utrecht, Netherlands

LEAD COUNTRY SWITZERLAND

ANNEX CHAIR Roland Brüniger
Swiss Federal Office of Energie c/o R. Brüniger AG, Engineering & Consulting
Zwillikerstr. 8, CH-8913 Ottenbach Switzerland
Email: roland.brueniger@r-brueniger-ag.ch
Tel: +41 44 760 00 66

OPERATING AGENT Conrad U. Brunner
A+B International
Gessnerallee 38a, CH-8001 Zurich Switzerland
Email: cub@cub.ch
Tel: +41 44 226 30 70
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The overarching aim of the Standby Power Annex is to support the development, alignment and 
implementation of policies that address the issues of energy wasted in low power modes for both 
stand-alone and networked products, and ensure the effective communication of work undertaken 
by the Annex.  Promoting the key outcomes and recommendations to policy makers and key 
stakeholders will optimise the likelihood of harmonisation and implementation.

These objectives are achieved through the following key areas of work:

����Horizontal Policy Approach - to provide both the information and an implementation procedure 
for a central repository of standby performance tiers covering a range of equipment and functions.

����Network Standby - the development, promotion and implementation of a cohesive policy 
framework to tackle energy wasted by networked products in low power modes. 

����Data Collection and Dissemination – develop international measurement methodology for 
network standby, and share national and regional data in order to evaluate policy success and 
monitor changes in technologies and the market.  

����Communication - assist policy makers and stakeholders to make optimum decisions by keeping 
them up to date with the latest facts and research on standby power.

MAJOR ACHIEVEMENTS DURING 2013

����In 2013 the Annex was able to increase engagement with industry on the topic of energy efficiency 
in networks.  In collaboration with the IEA and SEAD, the Annex held two workshops focusing on 
networks, policy and energy efficiency. Industry, represented by both associations and individual 
product and component manufacturers, expressed support for this collaborative approach and 
appreciated the fact that they could engage simultaneously with all three international bodies (IEA, 
4E and SEAD).  This engagement provided great insight and in depth understanding of technical 
and process issues which need to be considered when developing solutions to energy waste in 
networks.  The engagement also resulted in industry groups providing input to Annex documents.

����During 2013 the Annex developed and refined content for two major reports that aim to bring global 
attention to the energy waste in networks and identify pathways to minimise energy wastage.  
The Annex report Beyond Network Standby: A Policy Framework and Action Plan for Low Energy 
Networks and the joint IEA and 4E Standby Power Annex report More Data Less Energy will be 
published in 2014.  These reports are companion pieces designed to offer a complete picture 
covering the enormity of the issue; the technical complexities and possibilities; policy pathways and 
actions required to address the problem.  

����Annex delegates thoroughly evaluated the impact of the Annex over the last 5 years and 
contemplated the potential future of the Annex.  The Annex considered that much of the original 
intent of the Annex had been successfully completed especially in the area of ‘simple’ standby.  
Additionally, as a result of the research undertaken by the Annex it was clear a need exists for 
broader consideration of how energy use and efficiency could be managed in the new and 
developing areas of electronic devices and networks.  With this in mind, it was decided not to renew 
the Standby Power Annex in 2014 but members developed the terms of reference for a new Annex 
that could incorporate standby power issues into a broader platform of work.  The new Electronic 
Devices and Networks Annex (EDNA) will begin in 2014.

Standby Power Annex
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Standby Power Annex

PUBLICATIONS IN 2013

NAME DATE IN 2013 ACCESS 

Mapping Secondary Product Functions to Products  
and Operational Modes

March Public

Standby Power Annex Status report March Public

Policy Brief Network Standby:  
Finding Solutions to Energy Waste 

April Public

Policy Brief Tackling Standby Power Wastage with a Horizontal 
Policy Approach

April Public

Policy Brief “Basket of Products” - A global approach to  
measuring standby power

April Public

Policy Brief Measuring Success: Evaluation  
Methodology for Standby Power Policies

April Public

Power Requirements for Functions September Public

Load Down Newsletter Edition 13 September Public

Standby Annex Status report October Public
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“Basket of Products” -  A global approach to  measuring standby power 
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Access to much of the data is available only via agreement with individual participant countries, 

following the rules of the data sharing agreement. However some data is publicly available and  

can be accessed at www.energyrating.gov.au/products-themes/standby-power/international/.  

In addition to the Annex website (http://standby.iea-4e.org), more information can be found at 

www.selina-project.eu.All publically available documents produced by the Annex can be accessed on the Annex website 

http://standby.iea-4e.org. The Annex also produces a Newsletter providing regularly updates on 

international standby issues and events. Free subscription is available via the website.  

The Standby Power Annex provides government policy makers with information, 

reports and tools to combat the energy wasted by products in standby power and 

other low power modes. This briefing explains the “Basket of Products” initiative that 

has resulted in the measurement of standby power in over 13,000 appliances, across 

21 countries, demonstrating successful international cooperation and providing a cost 

effective methodology for collecting and sharing large amounts of data.  
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Q   Good policy is reliant on the availability of good data.
Q   Policy makers can access the basket of products toolkit which enables the cost-

effective collection of standby power data for baseline and trend analysis as well as 

policy evaluation.
Q   Using the same methodological approach globally allows for sharing and comparison 

of results, providing policy makers with access to a broader pool of data.

Q  �International collaboration of this kind allows prudent use of resources, time and 

financial investment, especially when dealing with globally traded products.

Published May 2013

SP3
Network Standby: Finding Solutions to Energy Waste
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More information about network standby can be found in the following reports, available on the 

Annex website.
Energy Efficient Strategies 2010, Standby Power and Low Energy Networks - Issues and Directions, 

report for APP and IEA 4E Standby Annex.  Maia Consulting 2012, Staying Connected: Unravelling energy waste issues in network standby, 

prepared for the Australian Government, Department of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency.

All publically available documents produced by the annex can be accessed on the Annex website 

http://standby.iea-4e.org. The Annex also produces a Newsletter providing regularly updates on 

international standby issues and events. Free subscription is available via the website. 

Published May 2013

The 4E Standby Power Annex provides policy-makers with information, tools and policies to combat energy being wasted by electronic equipment in low power modes. This briefing explains the topic of network standby and explores how the associated energy waste can be addressed.
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Q   Estimated global energy consumption of networked products is likely to reach at 

least 850 TWh per year by 2020.  Efficiency measures have the potential to save more 

than half this (in excess of 550 TWh per year)Q   Government’s need to act quickly to address this issue to minimise waste and ensure 

efficiency gains in standby power are not underminedQ   Governments and industry, including technology developers should work together 

and make a commitment to the IEA Guiding Principles for Energy Efficiency in 

Networked Products
Q   Investment into developing test procedures and methodologies will allow for the 

implementation of effective policy
Q   Clean Energy Ministerial endorsement of network standby as a topic requiring urgent 

international collaboration would greatly assist efforts to reduce waste.  
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OUTREACH IN 2013

MANAGEMENT/EXPERTS MEETINGS HELD IN 2013

EVENT DATE IN 2013 LOCATION PARTICIPANTS

4E/IEA/NRCAN Workshop: Towards a  
Policy Framework

March Toronto, Canada Government, experts and 
industry

4E/IEA Workshop: Beyond 1-Watt – Towards 
energy efficiency in the digital age

September Paris, France Government, experts and 
industry

NAME DATE IN 2013 LOCATION

7th Standby Annex Management Meeting May Nice, France

Interim Management Meeting October Teleconference

Standby Power Annex
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Standby Power Annex

OUTREACH PLANNED FOR 2014
The Annex work program will be completed in early 2014.

ANNEX PARTICIPANTS
Australia, Austria, Canada, Denmark, Republic of Korea, Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, United 
Kingdom, United States of America

LEAD COUNTRY AUSTRALIA

ANNEX CHAIR Shane Holt
Director for Appliance Energy Efficiency
Department of Industry
Canberra, ACT 2601, Australia.
Email: shane.holt@industry.gov.au
Tel: +61 2 6159 3661

OPERATING AGENT Melissa Damnics
Maia Consulting
24 Princess Street, Seddon, VIC 3011, Australia
Email: melissa@maiaconsulting.com.au
Tel: +61 3 9689 7195

EXPERTS MEETINGS PLANNED FOR 2014

NAME DATE IN 2014 LOCATION

8th Annex Meeting (Final) May Utrecht, Netherlands
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Solid state lighting (SSL) has the potential to provide artificial lighting more efficiently than more 
prevalent current technologies, at competitive lifetime costs.  However the wide variation in 
performance of SSL sources currently in the market severely threatens consumer confidence in SSL 
lighting, thereby delaying market acceptance and slowing down penetration rates.

Launched in June 2010 with a four year life, the goal of the new SSL Annex is to develop simple tools 
to help governments and consumers easily identify which SSL lighting products have the necessary 
efficiencies and quality levels to effectively reduce the energy currently consumed by artificial lighting.  
The SSL Annex works internationally to support the work that is being carried out on a national level to 
address the main challenges with SSL technologies.

The three main tasks of the SSL Annex are to:

��� Develop SSL quality assurance by working to clarify the SSL market worldwide, to reduce the risks 
in using SSL and to provide governments and consumers with recommendations that they can trust 
when investing in SSL products.

��� Harmonize SSL performance testing by working with global testing laboratories to increase the 
quality and confidence of SSL laboratory test results; working to assess a range of existing SSL test 
procedures; and building a system of testing that is manageable, robust and acceptable to a broad 
range of stakeholders.

��� Develop standards and accreditation infrastructure by working with existing accreditation 
bodies to develop a structure for world-wide interim reliability of SSL testing laboratories’ 
performance data.

MAJOR ACHIEVEMENTS DURING 2013

��� The SSL Annex completed the world’s largest ever interlaboratory comparison of LED lighting 
products in 2013.  The annex conducted the Interlaboratory comparison testing of over 50 
laboratories worldwide and by linking the results to laboratories from the NIST and APLAC testing 
schemes formed a dataset of 110 laboratories.

��� � Based on the results of the 2013 Interlaboratory Comparison program, the Annex prepared and 
issued reports for all participating laboratories so that they are able to correct any deficiencies in 
their testing of LED lighting products.

���� In 2013 the Annex published quality performance tiers for outdoor street lighting. In addition, 
the Annex updated the quality performance tiers for non-directional lamps, directional lamps, 
downlights and fluorescent lamp tubes.

��� The SSL Annex organised two major expert meetings, in Paris and Seoul, where national SSL 
Experts debated the outputs and application of the Annex.  

��� The Annex presented to many key fora for industry and policy makers in order to explain its role in 
supporting government efforts to realise the potential energy savings from solid state lighting.  

Solid State Lighting Annex
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PUBLICATIONS IN 2013

NAME DATE IN 2013 ACCESS 

ECEEE Summer Study Paper:  
On the bright side of life: International efforts to accelerate market 
adoption of LEDs while avoiding the pitfalls of CFLs

June 2013 Public

Update of SSL Annex web site July/August 2013 Public

Solid State Lighting Annex: Product Quality and Performance 
Tiers: Outdoor Lighting (Street Lighting)

October 2013 Public

Individual IC13 Result Reports for each participating  
lab in group Asia 1 

October 2013 Restricted to 
participating labs

Regional IC13 Interim Report: Asia 1 October 2013 Restricted to 
participating labs

Proposal for Annex second term (2014-2019)  
submitted to MC, then to ExCo.

November 2013 Restricted to Annex MC 
and ExCo

Individual IC13 Result Reports for each participating  
lab in group Asia 2 

December 2013 Restricted to 
participating labs

Regional IC13 Interim Report: Asia 2 December 2013 Restricted to 
participating labs

Individual IC13 Result Reports for each participating  
lab in group Americas 

December 2013 Restricted to 
participating labs

Regional IC13 Interim Report: Americas December 2013 Restricted to 
participating labs

Solid State Lighting Annex
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OUTREACH IN 2013

MANAGEMENT/EXPERTS MEETINGS HELD IN 2013

EVENT DATE IN 2013 LOCATION PARTICIPANTS

LED conference and World Sustainable Days 1 March 2013 Wels, Austria Practitioners, policy  
makers, NGOs

SSL Annex and global stakeholder organisation 
workshop

7-8 March 2013 Tokyo, Japan Lighting industry, CIE  
and IEC decision makers

International Laboratory Accreditation  
Cooperation (ILAC) meeting

15-17 April Cape Town, 
South Africa

Accreditation Bodies; 
Standardisation Bodies

European SSL Metrology Meeting 24-25 April 2013 Teddington, UK Lighting Metrologists; 
Laboratories;  
Accreditation Bodies

Eceee 2013 Summer Study – paper  
presentation

3-8 June 2013 France Global energy-efficiency 
community; policy makers

International Conference on LED Lighting  
Promoting Policy (KEMCO)

3 September 
2013

Seoul, Korea SSL Market; energy experts; 
policy makers

Moscow International Forum - LEDs in Lighting 
Technologies

3 November 
2013

Moscow, Rus-
sian Federation

SSL industry energy experts; 
policy makers

NAME DATE IN 2013 LOCATION

Management Committee Conference Call 17 January 2013 Teleconference

Management Committee Conference Call 2 April 2013 Teleconference

IEA 4E SSL Annex 6th Experts Meeting 10-12 April 2013 Paris, France

Management Committee Conference Call 14 May 2013 Teleconference

Management Committee Conference Call 25 June 2013 Teleconference

Management Committee Conference Call 20 August 2013 Teleconference

IEA 4E SSL Annex 7th Experts Meeting 4-6 September 2013 Seoul, Korea

Management Committee Conference Call 16 October 2013 Teleconference

Management Committee Conference Call 3 December 2013 Teleconference

Solid State Lighting Annex
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EXPERTS MEETINGS PLANNED FOR 2014

NAME DATE IN 2014 LOCATION

Management Committee Conference Call 20 January 2014 Teleconference

Management Committee Conference Call 24 February 2014 Teleconference

Management Committee Conference Call 25 March 2014 Teleconference

IEA 4E SSL Annex 8th Experts Meeting 7-9 April 2014 Delft

Management Committee Conference Call May 2014 Teleconference

Solid State Lighting Annex

OUTREACH PLANNED FOR 2014

EVENT DATE IN 2014 LOCATION INTENDED AUDIENCE

Light + Building 4 April 2014 Frankfurt, 
Germany

Lighting sector; energy-
efficiency experts

CIE 2014 Lighting Quality and Energy Efficiency, 
a Special Session on Quality Assurance and 
Standardisation for LED lighting – Regional and 
International Efforts

April 23 - 26, 
2014

Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia

Lighting standardisation 
experts and scientists

14th International Symposium on the Science 
and Technology of Lighting (LS14)

22-27 June 2014 Lake Como, 
Italy

Lighting researchers;  
Lighting scientists

Global Efficient Lighting Forum, United Nations 
Environment Programme, en.lighten initiative

November 2014 Beijing, China Policy makers; energy-
efficiency financers, lighting 
sector
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ANNEX PARTICIPANTS
Australia, China (Expert Member only, no Management Committee seat), Denmark, France, Japan, 
Netherlands, Republic of Korea, Sweden, United Kingdom, United States of America

LEAD COUNTRY SWITZERLAND

ANNEX CHAIR Mr Peter Bennich
Coordinator for Lighting
The Swedish Energy Agency, Testlab
Sweden
Email: peter.bennich@energimyndigheten.se
Tel: +46 73 625 6782

OPERATING AGENT Mr Nils Borg
Borg & Co. AB
Sveavägen 98, 4 tr, 113 50 Stockholm, Sweden.
Email: SSL.Annex@gmail.com
Tel: +46 70 585 31 74

TASK LEADERS Georges Zissis
Yoshi Ohno
Koichi Nara

Solid State Lighting Annex
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4E Outreach and Communication

4E’s outreach activities are designed to ensure that the results of our analysis are communicated 
clearly and to the appropriate audience in order maximise their potential impact. As 4E’s research 
activities continue to provide valuable information and insights, the number and scope of 4E 
publications, workshops and presentations is also growing year by year. 

Guided by the framework of the 4E Communications Strategy, 4E’s broad range of communication 
activities are undertaken by members of the Implementing Agreement, the various Annexes and those 
employed to undertake analysis by 4E. 

WEBSITES

4E operates a group of linked websites: a main site and one for each Annex, and these are the hub of 
4E’s communication activities both to a wider audience and, through the restricted areas, amongst 
ExCo delegates. These websites allow access to all 4E publications, give notification of events and 
provide background information. 

Collectively, 4E websites received 26,000 visits during 2013. The location of 4E’s site traffic is 
geographically diverse, with visitors from around 150 separate countries (see Figure 4). Significant use 
is made of the information contained on the websites by non-member countries, with 60% of website 
traffic coming from countries that are not current members of 4E.

The design of the 4E main site has served us well but, after 5 years without change, it has been 
dramatically updated in 2013 with a fresh look to give easier access to 4E’s publications, events, news 
and research findings. At the same time, technical improvements have been incorporated that improve 
the visibility of the sites on mobile devices.

Spang Media have been maintained as the host and to provide expert advice and assistance where 
required. 
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4E Outreach and Communication

Figure 2: Number of visits to 4E websites, 2013

 Figure 3: Countries of origin – 4E website visitors in 2013
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4E Outreach and Communication

PUBLICATIONS

4E has released a total of 21 new publications during 2013, including 5 newsletters and 7 Policy Briefs. 
To better promote the key recommendations from 4E research activities to a wider audience of policy 
makers and experts, all policy briefs have also been published in Japanese, Korean, German and 
French.  EMSA newsletters are also published in Russian and Chinese.

Including all translated publications, 4E published a total of 85 documents in 2013, as shown in Table 2.

Figure 4: New 4E publications, 2013
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Table 2: All 4E Publications, 2013

DATE SOURCE TITLE

January 4E "Bright Spark" Newsletter Issue 4

EMSA Motor Systems Tool version 1.53

February 4E Policy Brief: M&B Annex overview ʜ MB0 (Korean, Japanese, French)

March 4E Policy Brief:  Notebook Computers ʜ MB5 (Japanese)

Policy Brief: Split and Unitary Air Conditioners ʜ MB3 (Japanese)

April
 

4E Policy Brief: Standby power ʜ MB10 (English)

Policy Brief: Refrigerated beverage vending machines ʜ MB9 (English)

Policy Brief: Domestic Washing Machines ʜ MB2 (Japanese)

EMSA 12th EMSA newsletter (English, Chinese, German, Russian)

Standby Power Mapping Secondary Product Functions to Products and Operational Modes

May 4E Policy Brief: Refrigerators and Freezers ʜ MB1 (Korean, Japanese, French)

Policy Brief: Refrigerated retail display cabinets ʜ MB8 (English)

Policy Brief: Televisions ʜ MB6 (Korean, Japanese, French, German)

Policy Brief: Notebook PCs ʜ MB5 (Korean, French)

Policy Brief: Impact of “Phase-out”on the Lighting Market ʜ MB4  
(Korean, Japanese, French) 

Policy Brief: Domestic Washing Machines ʜ MB2 (Korean, French)

Policy Brief: Split and Unitary Air Conditioners ʜ MB3 (Korean, French)

Policy Brief: Network Standby: Finding Solutions to Energy Waste ʜ SP3  
(English, German)

Policy Brief: “Basket of Products” - A global approach to measuring standby power ʜ 
SP6 (English)

Policy Brief: Tackling Standby Power Wastage with a Horizontal Policy  
Approach ʜ SP5 (English)

Policy Brief: Measuring Success: Evaluation Methodology for Standby Power  
Policies ʜ SP4 (English)

Policy Brief: Standby Power Global Cooperation in Action ʜ SP1  
(Korean, Japanese, French)

Policy Brief: Standby Power Annex Overview ʜ SP0 (Japanese, Korean, French)

Policy Brief: Standby Power in Televisions ʜ SP2 (Japanese, Korean, French)

Policy Brief: Electric Motor Systems Annex Overview ʜ EMSA0 (Korean, French)

International Benchmarking Report - Domestic refrigerated appliances (updated)

4E 2012 Annual Report

4E Outreach and Communication
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4E Outreach and Communication

Table 2: All 4E Publications, 2013, continued

DATE SOURCE TITLE

June M&B Annex Benchmarking Report - Updated Refrigeration & Freezers

July EMSA New measurement method for motor-drive systems and new technology motors

September Standby Power Load Down newsletter issue 13

Power Down Requirements for Functions

EMSA 13th EMSA newsletter (English)

October
 

4E Policy Brief: Standby power ʜ MB10  (German)

Policy Brief: Refrigerated beverage vending machines ʜ MB9  (German)

Policy Brief: Refrigerated retail display cabinets ʜ MB8  (German)

Policy Brief: Standby Power Global Cooperation in Action ʜ SP1  (German)

Policy Brief: Standby Power Annex Overview ʜ SP0  (German)

EMSA Performance Tiers for Outdoor Lighting (Street Lighting)

Standby Power Standby Power Status Report

EMSA Testing Centres Network newsletter

November 4E Policy Brief: Refrigerators and Freezers ʜ MB1 (German)

Policy Brief: M&B Annex Overview ʜ MB0  (German)

Policy Brief: Standby power ʜ MB10 (Korean, Japanese, French)

Policy Brief: Refrigerated beverage vending machines ʜ MB9  
(Korean, Japanese, French)

Policy Brief: Refrigerated retail display cabinets ʜ MB8 (Korean, Japanese, French)

Policy Brief: Notebook PCs ʜ MB5  (German)

Policy Brief: Measuring Success: Evaluation Methodology for Standby Power Policies ʜ 
SP4 (Korean, Japanese, French, German)

Policy Brief: Network Standby: Finding Solutions to Energy Waste ʜ SP3  
(Korean, French)

Policy Brief: Electric Motor Systems Annex Overview ʜ MB0  (German)

Policy Brief: Tackling Standby Power Wastage with a Horizontal Policy Approach ʜ SP5 
(Korean, French, German)
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4E Outreach and Communication

WORKSHOPS & CONFERENCES

4E organised, or made presentations at, 23 workshops, conferences or specialist meetings of policy 
makers and scientific experts held in Europe, North America and the Asia-Pacific during 2013 (see 
Table 3).   

Table 3: 4E workshops and presentations, 2013

DATE SOURCE TITLE

February M&B Annex Webinar: Washing machines and Standby power

Chinese Appliance Policy Maker Forum, Beijing

March M&B Annex Webinar: Vending machines and Retail display cabinets

SSL Annex LED conference and World Sustainable Days, Wels

SSL Annex and global stakeholder organisation workshop, Cape Town

Standby Power Networked Standby Policy Framework Workshop, Toronto

April
 

SSL Annex International Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation (ILAC) meeting, Cape Town

6th SSL Experts Meeting, Paris

European SSL Metrology Meeting, Teddington

May EMSA 9th Experts Meeting, Nice

4E Energy Consumption of Domestic Energy Monitoring Systems, Nice

June SSL Annex European Council for an Energy Efficient Economy Summer Study 2013

September
 

SSL Annex International Conference on LED Lighting Promoting Policy, Seoul

7th SSL Experts Meeting, Seoul

Standby Power International Networked Standby Conference, Paris

4E Presentation to IEA End-use Working Party

October M&B Annex Australian whitegoods forum, Melbourne 

EMSA EEMODS '13, Rio De Janiero

Workshop with motor suppliers and service companies, Utrecht

November SSL Annex Moscow International Forum: LEDs in Lighting Technologies

M&B Annex Expert review of set-top box benchmarking 
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4E Group Finances

While 4E and Annex membership fees have not risen from previous years, voluntary contributions 
increased in 2013, leading to over €2.0 million of cash and in-kind support available for 4E activities 
during 2013. Cash contributions comprised approximately 40% all 4E resources

As shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6, the large majority of resources were directed towards research, 
while expenditure on communication and outreach activities accounted for 20%, down from 2012. 
The share of resources devoted to administration, including financial management, coordination and 
member liaison, remains similar to 2012, at 10%.  

Figure 5: Allocation of 4E resources in 2013

Figure 6: Comparison of 4E resource allocation, 2011-2013
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4E Executive Committee Delegates

CONTRACTING PARTY NOMINATION NAME & DETAILS EMAIL/TELEPHONE

AUSTRALIA Primary

Alternate

Mr Shane Holt 
Director for Appliance Energy Efficiency
Department of Industry

Ms Melanie Slade 
Director, Lighting and Equipment  
Energy Efficiency Team
Department of Industry

shane.holt@industry.gov.au 
Tel: +61 (0)2 6159 6882

melanie.slade@industry.gov.au 
Tel: +61 (0)2 6159 6869

AUSTRIA Primary

Alternate

Mr Michael Hübner 
Federal Ministry for Transport,  
Innovation and Technology

Dr Adriana Diaz
ECODESIGN company
Engineering and Management Consultancy

michael.huebner@bmvit.gv.at
Tel: +43 1 711 62 652922

diaz@ecodesign-company.com
Tel: +43 1 40 35 611-31

CANADA Primary

Alternate

Mr John Cockburn
Director, Equipment Division
Office of Energy Efficiency 
Natural Resources Canada

Ms Katherine Delves
Chief, Standards Development  
Equipment Division
Office of Energy Efficiency 
Natural Resources Canada

jcockburn@nrcan.gc.ca
Tel: +1 613 996 4359

kdelves@nrcan.gc.ca

DENMARK Primary

Alternate

Mr Peter Nielsen (from 01/03/13) 
Senior Policy Advisor 
Construction and Energy Efficiency
Danish Energy Agency

Mr Bjarke Hansen (from 01/03/13) 
Construction and Energy Efficiency
Danish Energy Agency

pen@ens.dk
Tel: +45 3392 6735

bjh@ens.dk
Tel: +45 3392 7588 

FRANCE Primary

Alternate

Mr Johan Ransquin
Deputy Head, Building Department
ADEME

Ms Thérèse Kreitz
Responsible for International Affairs
ADEME

johan.ransquin@ademe.fr
Tel: +33 49 395 7950

therese.kreitz@ademe.fr
Tel: +33 49 395 7984

JAPAN Primary

Alternate

Alternate

Dr Yoshiteru Sato
Director General for Energy Conservation 
Technologies Department, NEDO

Mr Masahide Shima
Director General for International Projects 
Group, Energy Conservation Technology 
Department, NEDO

Ms Hinako Kaji (from 01/11/13)
Energy Conservation Technology 
Department, NEDO

satoyst@nedo.go.jp
Tel: +81 44 520 5180

shimamsh@nedo.go.jp
Tel: +81 44 520 5284

kajihnk@nedo.go.jp 
Tel: +81 44 520 5281
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4E Executive Committee Delegates

CONTRACTING PARTY NOMINATION NAME & DETAILS EMAIL/TELEPHONE

REPUBLIC OF KOREA Primary

Alternate

Mr Euy-Kyung Kim (from 01/03/13)
Director, Energy Efficiency Standardization 
and Certification Center KEMCO

Mr Je En Kim
Ministry of Knowledge Economy

ekek@kemco.or.kr 
Tel: +82 31 260 4240

jekim@mke.go.kr

NETHERLANDS Primary

Alternate

Mr Hans-Paul Siderius (Vice-Chair)
Senior Expert 
Netherlands Enterprise Agency

Ms Elske van Efferink (from 01/08/13) 
Ministry of Economic Affairs

hans-paul.siderius@rvo.nl
Tel: +31 88 602 2609

e.vanefferink@minez.nl

SWEDEN Primary

Alternate

Mr Peter Bennich
Coordinator for Lighting
The Swedish Energy Agency, Testlab

Mr Carlos Lopes
Coordinator for Ecodesign  
and Energy Labelling
The Swedish Energy Agency, Testlab

peter.bennich@
energimyndigheten.se
Tel: +46 73 625 6782

carlos.lopes@ 
energimyndigheten.se
Tel: +46 70 550 3430

SWITZERLAND Primary

Alternate

Alternate

Dr Michael Moser
Energy Research Section  
Swiss Federal Office of Energy (SFOE)

Mr Roland Brüniger
R. Brüniger AG 
Engineering & Consulting

Mr Felix Frey
Energy Efficiency Section  
Swiss Federal Office of Energy (SFOE)

michael.moser@bfe.admin.ch
Tel: +41 31 325 3623

roland.brueniger@ 
r-brueniger-ag.ch
Tel: +41 44 760 0066

felix.frey@bfe.admin.ch
Tel: +41 31 322 5644

UNITED KINGDOM Primary

Alternate

Mr Jonathan Tillson (from 07/05/13)
Head of Sustainable Business 
DEFRA 

Mr Mike Walker (Chair)
Energy Efficiency Deployment Office
Department for Energy and Climate Change 

jonathan.tillson@defra.gsi.gov.uk

mike.walker@decc.gsi.gov.uk
Tel: +44 300 068 8152

UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA

Primary

Alternate

Mr Mark Friedrichs
Senior Policy Analyst  
Building Technologies Office 
US Department of Energy

Mr Richard Karney
Testing and Verification Lead  
US Department of Energy

mark.friedrichs@ee.doe.gov
Tel: +1 202 586 0124

richard.karney@ee.doe.gov
Tel: +1 202 586 9449
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Membership of 4E Annexes

COUNTRY M&B MOTOR SYSTEMS STANDBY POWER SOLID STATE 
LIGHTING

AUSTRALIA O O O O

AUSTRIA O O O

CANADA O O

CHINA  
(EXPERT MEMBER) O

DENMARK O O O O

FRANCE O O

JAPAN O O

REPUBLIC OF KOREA O O O

NETHERLANDS O O O O

SOUTH AFRICA O

SWEDEN O O O

SWITZERLAND O O O

UNITED KINGDOM O O O

UNITED STATES  
OF AMERICA O O O O
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Annex Delegates

MAPPING AND BENCHMARKING

COUNTRY NAME ORGANISATION EMAIL PHONE

AUSTRALIA Shane Holt Department of Industry shane.holt@industry.gov.au +61 2 6159 6882

AUSTRIA Michael Huebner Federal Ministry for 
Transport, Innovation  
and Technology

michael.huebner@bmvit.gv.at +43 1 711 62 652922

CANADA John Cockburn Natural Resources 
Canada

jcockburn@nrcan.gc.ca +1 613 996 4359

DENMARK Bjarke Hansen Danish Energy Agency bjh@ens.dk +45 3392 7588

FRANCE Johan Ransquin ADEME johan.ransquin@ademe.fr +33 49 395 7950

JAPAN Masahide Shima/ 
Norihiko Ozaki

NEDO, Institute of 
Applied Energy

shimamsh@nedo.go.jp 
ozaki@iae.or.jp

+81 44 520 5284

REPUBLIC OF 
KOREA 

Euy-Kyung Kim 
(from 01/03/13)

Energy Efficiency 
Standardization and 
Certification Center 
KEMCO

lekek@kemco.or.kr +82 31 260 4240

NETHERLANDS Hans-Paul Siderius Netherlands Enterprise  
Agency

hans-paul.siderius@rvo.nl +31 88 602 2609

SWEDEN Peter Bennich The Swedish Energy 
Agency

peter.bennich@
energimyndigheten.se

+46 73 625 6782

SWITZERLAND Roland Brüniger R. Brüniger AG 
Engineering & 
Consulting

roland.brueniger@ 
r-brueniger-ag.ch

+41 44 760 0066

UNITED 
KINGDOM

Mike Walker DECC mike.walker@decc.gsi.gov.uk +44 300 068 8152

UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA

Mark Friedrichs US Department of 
Energy

mark.friedrichs@ee.doe.gov +1 202 586 9449
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Annex Delegates

ELECTRIC MOTOR SYSTEMS (EMSA)

COUNTRY NAME ORGANISATION EMAIL PHONE

AUSTRALIA Bonn E. Page Department of Industry
Industrial Energy 
Efficiency Branch

bonn.page@industry.gov.au +61 2 6102 8201

AUSTRIA Konstantin 
Kulterer

Austrian Energy Agency Konstantin.Kulterer@
energyagency.at

+43 1 586 15 24 - 114

DENMARK Sandie B. Nielsen Danish Technological 
Institute

sbn@teknologisk.dk +45 72 20 10 00

NETHERLANDS Maarten van 
Werkhoven

TPA consultants mvanwerkhoven@tpabv.nl +31 23 536 80 90

SWITZERLAND Conrad U. Brunner A+B International cub@cub.ch +41 44 226 30 70

UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA

Mark Friedrichs Department of Energy mark.friedrichs@ee.doe.gov +1 202 586 01 24

STANDBY POWER

COUNTRY NAME ORGANISATION EMAIL PHONE

AUSTRALIA Shane Holt Dept of Industry Shane.holt@industry.gov.au +612 6243 7706

AUSTRIA Adrianna Diaz Ecodesign diaz@ecodesign-company.com +43 1 40 35 611-31

CANADA John Cockburn Natural Resources 
Canada

john.cockburn@ 
NRCan-RNCan.gc.ca

DENMARK Peter Nielsen Danish Energy Agency PEN@ENS.DK +45 3392 6735

REPUBLIC  
OF KOREA 

Seon-Hee Shin KEMCO ssh0845@kemco.or.kr

NETHERLANDS Hans-Paul Siderius Netherlands Enterprise 
Agency

hans-paul.siderius@rvo.nll +31 88 602 2609

SWEDEN Peter Bennich Swedish Energy Agency peter.bennich@
energimyndigheten.se

+46 73 625 6782

SWITZERLAND Roland Brueniger Swiss Office of Energy roland.brueniger@ 
R-BRUENIGER-AG.CH

+41 44 760 00 66

UNITED 
KINGDOM

Mike Walker DECC mike.walker@decc.gsi.gov.uk +44 300 068 8152

UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA

Mark Friedrichs DOE Mark.Friedrichs@ee.doe.gov +1 202 586 9449
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Annex Delegates

SOLID STATE LIGHTING

COUNTRY NAME ORGANISATION EMAIL PHONE

AUSTRALIA David Boughey Department of Industry David.Boughey@Industry.gov.au +61-2-6243 7661

DENMARK Bjarke Hansen Danish Energy Agency bjh@ens.dk +45 3326 7588

FRANCE Bruno Lafitte ADEME bruno.lafitte@ademe.fr +33 4 93 95 72 56

JAPAN Norihiko Ozaki The Institute of Applied 
Energy

ozaki@iae.or.jp +81-3-6367-0257

NETHERLANDS Michiel Brons Dutch Metrology 
Institute (VSL)

mbrons@vsl.nl +31 15 269 1626

REPUBLIC OF 
KOREA

Jin-Soo Kim KEMCO gemjin@kemco.or.kr +82-31-260-4242

SWEDEN Peter Bennich 
(Chair)

Swedish Energy Agency peter.bennich@ 
energimyndigheten.se

+46 16 544 22 78

UNITED 
KINGDOM

Mike Rimmer Department for Energy  
and Climate Change

mike.rimmer@decc.gsi.gov.uk +44 20 7238 6474

UNITED 
STATES OF 
AMERICA

Richard Karney Department of Energy richard.karney@ ee.doe.gov +1 248 370 9554
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About the International Energy Agency (IEA)

The IEA was established as an autonomous agency in November 1974.  Its mandate is two-fold: to 
promote energy security amongst its member countries through collective response to physical 
disruptions in oil supply; and to advise member countries on sound energy policy.

The IEA carries out a comprehensive programme of energy co-operation among 29 advanced 
economies, each of which is obliged to hold oil stocks equivalent to 90 days of its net imports.

Today, the IEA’s four main areas of focus are:

����Energy security: Promoting diversity, efficiency and flexibility within all energy sectors.

����Economic development: Ensuring the stable supply of energy to IEA member  
countries and promoting free markets to foster economic growth and eliminate energy poverty.

��� Environmental awareness: Enhancing international knowledge of options for  
tackling climate change.

����Engagement worldwide: Working closely with non-member countries, especially major producers 
and consumers, to find solutions to shared energy and environmental concerns.

With a staff of around 260, mainly energy analysts, modellers and data managers/statisticians, the 
IEA conducts a broad programme of energy research, data compilation, publications and public 
dissemination of the latest energy policy analysis and recommendations on good practices.
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Energy Technology Initiatives 

The IEA energy technology network is an ever-expanding, co-operative 
group of more than 6 000 experts that support and encourage global 
technology collaboration.  At the head of this network is the Committee on 
Energy Research and Technology (CERT). Made up of senior experts from 
IEA member countries, the CERT provides leadership and policy guidance 
based on expertise provided by four sector-specific working parties and ad-hoc and experts’ groups.

At the core of the IEA energy technology network are a number of independent, multilateral energy 
technology initiatives – the Implementing Agreements (IAs). The IAs encourage technology-related 
activities that support energy security, economic growth, environmental protection and engagement 
worldwide. Through a flexible and effective framework, the IA mechanism enables IEA member and 
non-member countries, businesses, industries, international organisations and non-government 
organisations to share research and best practice on existing and breakthrough technologies, 
to fill existing research gaps, to build pilot plants and to carry out deployment or demonstration 
programmes.  To date, more than 1 400 topics have been addressed.

These energy technology initiatives (formally known as Implementing Agreements or ‘IAs’) function 
within a framework created by the IEA - the International Framework for International Energy 
Technology Collaboration - in support of energy security, economic growth, environmental protection 
and engagement worldwide.  In these groups, IEA member countries, non-member countries, 
businesses, industries, international organisations and non-government organisations carry out 
energy technology-related activities. 

This IEA technology collaboration programme is open to IEA member and non-member 
countries. Typically, participants are:

���Governmental or energy technology entities representing governments.

���Research institutes and universities.

���Energy technology companies.

Each Implementing Agreement has a unique scope and range of activities. There are currently 40 IAs 
working in the areas of efficient end-use, fossil fuels, fusion and renewables (as of December 2012), 
examining more than 300 topics (2010-12) and publishing 86 collaborative studies.

International energy technology initiatives provide many advantages to participants, including:

���Reduced cost and avoidance of duplication of work.

���Greater project scale.

���Information sharing and networking.

���Linking IEA member countries and non-member countries.

���Linking research, industry and policy.

���Accelerated development and deployment.

���Harmonized technical standards.

���Strengthened national research, development and demonstration (RD&D) capabilities.

Further information is available at http://www.iea.org/techinitiatives 


